Taking It to the Streets
Why treating guns like cars might not be such a bad idea.

By David B. Kopel
hould we treat guns like cars?
Handgun Control Inc. has been
saying so for years, and this summer Vice President Al Gore agreed. “We
require a license to drive a car in this nation in order to keep unsafe drivers off the
road,” Gore said. “As president, I will fight
for a national requirement that every state
issue photo licenses [for handgun buyers].
We should require a license to own a
handgun so people who shouldn’t have
them can’t get them.” Prospectivelicensees
should have to “pass a background test and
pass a gun safety test.” Gore predicted that
his plan would cause the gun lobby to
“have a fit.”
Actually, if Gore follows through on his
promise to treat guns like cars, he will
oversee the most massive decontrol of firearms in America since 1868,when the 14th
Amendment abolished the Southern
states’ Black Codes, which prevented
freedmen from owning guns. Although
anti-gun lobbyists who use the car analogy
are pushing for additional controls, laws
that really did treat guns like cars would be
much less restrictive, on the whole, than
what we have now.
The first thing to go would be the 1986
federal ban on the manufacture of machine guns for sale to ordinary citizens.We
don’t ban cars like Porsches just because
they are high-powered and can drive much
faster than the speed limit. Even though it’s
a lot easier to go 50 miles per hour over the
highway speed limit in a Porsche than in
a Hyundai, we let people own any car they
want, no matter what its potential for
abuse.
, After getting rid of the machine gun
ban, the next step toward treating cars like
guns would be repealing the 1994 federal
“assault weapon” ban and its analogs in
California, Massachusetts, New Jersey, and
a few other jurisdictions. So-called assault
weapons are actually ordinary guns that
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fire just one bullet each time the trigger is
pressed, but they happen to look like machine guns. Just as we don’t ban powerful
Porsches (which actually can go very fast),
we don’t ban less-powerful vehicles that
simply look like high-performance cars.
Likewise, we don’t ban autos because
they are underpowered, or because they’re
made with low-quality metal. If you want
a Yugo, you can buy one. So the state-level
bans on inexpensive guns (a.k.a. “junk
guns” or “Saturday night specials”) will
have to go, along with the federal rules
against the import of cheap guns.
Also slated for elimination under the
treat-cars-like-guns rule are thousands of
laws regulating the purchase of firearms
and their possession on private property.
The simple purchase of an automobile is
subject to essentially no restrictions.When
you show up at the dealer’s showroom, he
will not conduct a background check to
find out if you have a conviction for vehicular homicide, or if you’ve been ar-

If you keep your automobile on private
property, there are virtually no restrictions.
Even though your driver’s license was revoked last week, you can drive your Jeep
on your ranch as much as you want. Indeed, you can drink a case of beer before
you go driving around your ranch, and
enjoy the ride knowing that you are not
violating a single law. (Of course, if any
form of negligent or reckless conduct with
your auto on your own property results in
injury to an innocent person or to someone else’s property, you will be financially
responsible, and you may be prosecuted
for violating laws against reckless endangerment.)

T

hus, we can get rid of all the laws concerning gun storage in the home, together with the laws that ban possession of
guns by various persons on private property. Current federal law outlaws gun possession, on private as well as public property, by anyone who has ever been convicted of a felony (even a nonviolent one),
anyone with a misdemeanor involving
domestic violence (such as two brothers
who had a fistfight on their front lawn 30
years ago), anyone who has been dishonorably discharged from the military, any
alcoholic, any illegal drug user (defined by

The guns-like-cars licensing system touted by Gore is
already in effect in 30 states, where adults with a clean record
can obtain a permit to carry a concealed handgun for lawful
protection. (Vermont requires no permit.)
rested for drunk driving, or even if you
have a driver’s license. All you need is
money.
The only “waiting period” to buy a car
runs from the time you pay for it (with
cash, a certified check, or a loan document) to the time the salesman hands you
the keys. This waiting period tends to run
from 30 seconds to five minutes. In contrast, firearms are the only product in this
country for which FBI permission (via the
national background check) is required for
every single retail purchase.

regulation as anyone who has used drugs
in the last year), any illegal alien, and various other “prohibited persons.” Some
states, such as Massachusetts, go even further, making all gun possession presumptively illegal, except for persons with special licenses. Once we really treat guns like
cars, all of these laws will be swept away.
Most cities do prohibit property owners
from storing their cars in an unsightly
manner (say, on cinder blocks in the front
yard), or from parking too many cars on
the public street in front of their homes.
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be carried. Under the treatFair enough. Gun owners
guns-like-cars rule, every
will have to accept laws
gun carried in public would
against leaving nonfunctional guns strewn about
have to be registered, and the
their front yard, and they will
owner would have to pay an
not be allowed to leave excesannual or semiannual regissive numbers of guns on the
tration tax. The registration
would also apply to hunting
street. (Anti-gun groups freor target shooting guns used
quently complain that there
on public lands.
are “too many guns on the
Once you get a driver’s listreet.”)
cense, you can drive your car
If you have a car on your
anywhere that is open to the
own property, you can hitch
public. Thus, we willhave to
it to a trailer, have it pulled to
repeal all the laws against
someone else’s property, and
carrying guns within 1,000
drive the car on his property
feet of a school, or in bars, or
(assuming you have his peron government property.
mission). As long as your
Although legislative bodcar is just being towed, you
ies
regulate gun design
don’t need a driver’s license
Car Talk Last May, when Steve Abrams deliberately drove his
(through
laws banning maor plates. Thus, gun owners
car onto a day care center’s playground in Costa Mesa,
should be allowed to transchine
guns,
“assault weapCalifornia, and killed two children, politicians did not call
port their unloaded guns to
ons,” and inexpensive guns),
for restrictions on law-abiding drivers.
private property (a shooting
no federal agency has the augallery, for example) for use
thority to impose new design
on that property. Jurisdictions such as vate. The vice president’s mistake is under- standards on firearms. In contrast, federal
standable, given his lack of driving expe- regulators do impose a wide variety of
New York City would no longer have the
power to require a separate “target permit” rience in the years since the taxpayers have safety rules on automobiles. Some of these
just to take a gun to the local pistol range. been paying for his full-time chauffeur. (In rules, such as mandatory passenger-side air
July, Gore warned that the 2000 election bags, end up killing people.
So the one major way in which treating
ut now suppose that you want to use is “no time to take a far-right U-turn.” He
apparently
did
not
realize
that
on
Ameriguns
like cars would lead to more-restricyour car on public property,
such
as
.
.
tive gun laws would be to allow federal
can roads, it is impossible to make a Ua street or an old logging trail in a national
regulators to impose design mandates on
forest. Then a licensing system does come turn to the right.)
The guns-like-cars licensing system firearms. Some of these regulations will,
into play-but only because the car will be
used in public. For a license that allows you
touted by Gore is already in effect in 30 like automobile safety rules, cause the
to drive a car anywhere in public, most states, where adults with a clean record can deaths of innocent people. Certain kinds
of trigger locks, for example, can cause a
obtain a permit to carry a concealed handstates require that you 1) be at least 15 or
gun for lawful protection. (Vermont re16 years old; 2) take a written safety test
loaded gun to fire when it is dropped, and
quires no permit.) Making the concealed a “magazine disconnect”can prevent a gun
that requires an IQ of no more than 75 to
owner from firing his weapon when he is
pass; and 3) show an examiner that you handgun licensing system exactly like the
driver licensing system would involve a few attacked. But if we accept death from reguknow how to operate a car and how to
tweaks, namely: 1) reducing the minimum lation for cars, then perhaps we will have
obey basic safety rules and traffic signs.
age for a license (21 or 25 in most states); to accept it for guns as well.
Your license may be revoked or sus2) reducing the fees (which can run over
pended if, while driving in public, you
aced with the prospect of really treatviolate certain safety rules or cause an ac- $100 in many states); 3) mandating a written
exam
in
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The Independence Institute’s Robert
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handguns, although he fails to recognize
A few states already require licensees to were 32 auto deaths for every 100,000
that the requirements apply only to cars
register one or two specific guns that will autos in the United States. The same year,
used in public, not cars possessed in pri-
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there were 16 firearm deaths for every
100,000 firearms in the United States. Put
another way, in any given year, the average car is twice as likely as the average gun
to cause a death.

A

nd more than 95 percent of gun
deaths are intentional (suicideor homicide), while most auto deaths are accidents. This shows how dangerous cars
really are: They are twice as likely to kill as
guns are, even though the killer behind the
wheel does not intend to take a life. Plus,
most people who die from guns are suicides who choose to die, but almost none
of the people who die in car crashes choose
to die.
Another argument against treating
guns like cars, of course, is that gun ownership is explicitly protected by the U.S.
Constitution and by 44 state constitutions,
while car ownership has no such special
status. On the other hand, if the groups
that call for treating guns like cars followed
their own advice, they would immediately
disband. There are no major Washington

lobby groups arguing that people should
be able to buy a car only if the government
decides they need one, or that people
should use only public transportation,
instead of private vehicles, during lifethreatening emergencies.
Yet Handgun Control Inc.’s Sarah
Brady favors “needs-based licensing” for
firearms, “To me,” she told the Tampa
Tribune, “the only reason for guns in civilian hands is for sporting purposes.” In
response to the question ofwhether there
are legitimate reasons for owning a handgun, Brady’s husband and fellow anti-gun
activist, Jim Brady, told Parade magazine:
“For target shooting, that’s OK. Get a license and go to the range. For defense of
the home, that’s why we have police departments.”
Even if the anti-gun groups did not
disband, they would have to change their
style dramatically. People who own cars,
and who belong to pro-car lobbying
groups (such as the American Automobile
Association), are treated respectfully by
those who disagree with them. They are

not routinely denounced when a criminal
with a car kills someone.
A few days after the Columbine High
School murders last April, Steve Abrams
deliberately drove his CadiUac onto a playground in Costa Mesa, California, killing
a 3-year-old and a 4-year-old. NO one
showed up on television to claim that
General Motors, car owners in general, or
anyone other than Steve Abrams was responsible for this crime. Politicians did not
try to use Abrams’ murderous act to create a campaign issue or stir up support for
restrictions on law-abiding car owners. If
gun owners were treated like car owners,
they would not be vilified by smug moral
imperialists with the energetic assistance
of the president and most of the national
news media. Sad to say, that would be
progress.
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Binge and Purge
Scolding students won’t make them safer.

By Matthew J. Herper

L

ate on the night of October 31,
1997, MIT lost its third undergraduate in little more than a month. By
then I was getting used to writing obituaries. It was my junior year, and I had
started an alternative newspaper, hoping
to write about the scientific breakthroughs
flowering all over campus. Then students
started dying, and I found myself covering
a different beat.
This time, I was almost frightened at
how the article came so automatically, in
an easy stream of typing and phone calls.
Two cars had hit and killed Michelle
Micheletti as she crossed Memorial Drive,
a dangerously busy street that separates
MIT from the Charles River and Boston.
My dormitory was on Memorial Drive, as
are most of the others on campus. From
the curbside, the speeding cars seemed
eager to tear off pedestrians’ limbs. There
were neither traffic lights nor walkways.
Even before the accident, some MIT students had been campaigning for a safer
way to get across the street. Even after the

Her reaction left me in cold shock. At
the end of September, two freshmen had
died within a week of one another, but
neither had been on campus long enough
to be close to more than a small group of
friends. I hadn’t known Michelle, but it
seemed as though every third person I
talked to had. She had been active in student government, a sorority member, an
excellent student. Everyone who talked to
me about her mentioned her constant
smile. This loss stung, striking not only at
our fear of mortality but at the connections
within our community.
But Michelle Micheletti’s death had
little impact outside of MIT: just a few articles in The Boston Globe. The first student
to die-Umaer Basha, who had drowned
in the shower-seemed to get no press
coverage at all. But the second death had
captured the nation’s attention, seizing
space on CNN, in newsmagazines, and on
front pages.
Scott Krueger had passed out drunk
during an initiation celebration at his fra-

Scott Krueger had passed out drunk during an initiation
celebration at his fraternity. He choked on his vomit,
fell into a coma, and, three days later, died. By then he
was already national news.
accident, nothing was done to make the
street safer, aside from repainting the
crosswalks.
I posted my story on the paper’s Web
page. Finishing it left me drained, so I
drifted around my dorm for a while, feeling numb. Seeing an old friend in an elevator, I sighed and muttered that we had
“lost another one.” She asked who it was,
I told her the name, and she collapsed into
my chest. “I knew her, I knew her,” she
sobbed. The elevator doors opened and
she ran back to her room, wiping her eyes.
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ternity. He choked on his vomit, fell into
a coma, and, three days later, died. By then
he was already national news. His death
had become a flash point in a national debate about drinlung on campuses, and the
handsome face and dimpled smile of his
high school yearbook photo had become
a symbol of the dangers alcohol poses to
youthful innocents just sent off to college.
And once he was turned into a symbol, the
details of his tragedy were glossed over,
forgotten. The realities of student life were
lost in a swarm of flashing cameras,

screaming headlines, and political grandstanding.
Life at MIT became surreal. As some
students tried to mourn at a candlelight
memorial service, others lined up for the
television cameras. All sense of context was
lost, and with it went any chance of really
learning from Krueger’s death.

C

ollege is a nuclear reactor. Students
bounce around wildly, colliding and
combining and falling apart in the chaos
between early adolescence and adulthood.
Universities try to contain this energy, to
direct it toward learning and growth. But
there is inevitable tension: The hyperactive
stupor of a wild party is at least as much
a part of student life as the controlled intellectual exercise of the classroom. Sometimes the controls on student behavior
snap, and something explodes.
Scott Krueger’s death was an explosion,
as violent an accident as the crash that
killed Michelle Micheletti. And just as
Micheletti might have been saved by a traffic light or an overpass walkway, Krueger
might have lived if some aspects of college
culture, particularly fraternity culture, had
been different. But the conditions that
killed Krueger were shaped by the complicated reactions of a campus’ social life,
something far more complex than a busy
street. Automobiles have drivers. Fraternities don’t.
Yet the perception that college drinking was out of control-and the fact that
Krueger was so young-led many people
to insist that someone must be responsible
for his death. The police launched a homicide investigation. As a grand jury was
convened, there was speculation that indictments might finger not only Krueger’s
fraternity brothers but MIT itself. The legal process dragged on for the better part
of a year, while Scott’s parents gave interviews to Newsweek and 20/20 attacking
MIT for allowing their son to live in a fraternity that had encouraged his drinking
and his death.
Those charges had merit. Indeed, there
were times when I was ready to point a
finger at the university myself. Krueger had
died at a reckless, dangerousevent that had
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